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Abstract.We present a thorough characterization
of fragmentations observed in threshold collision-
induced dissociation (TCID) experiments of pro-
tonated glycylalanylglycine (H+GAG) with Xe
using a guided ion beam tandem mass spectrom-
eter. Kinetic energy dependent cross sections for
nine ionic products were observed and analyzed
to provide 0 K barriers for the six primary products:
[b2]

+, [y1 + 2H]+, [b3]
+, CO loss, [y2 + 2H]+, and

[a1]
+; and three secondary products: [a2]

+, [a3]
+,

andCH3CHNH2
+, after accounting formultiple ion-molecule collisions, internal energy of reactant ions, unimolecular

decay rates, competition between channels, and sequential dissociations. Relaxed potential energy surface scans
performed at the B3LYP-GD3BJ/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory are used to identify transition states (TSs) and
intermediates of the six primary and one secondary products (where the other two secondary products have
mechanisms previously established). Geometry optimizations and single-point energy calculations were performed
at several levels of theory. These theoretical energies are compared with experimental threshold energies and are
found to give reasonably good agreement, with B3LYP-GD3BJ andM06-2X levels of theory performing better than
other levels. The results obtained here are also compared with previous results for decomposition of H+GGG. The
primary difference observed is a lowering of the threshold for the [b2]

+ product ion and a concomitant suppression of
the directly competing [y1 + 2H]+ product, the result of specific methylation of the [b2]

+ product ion.
Keywords: Glycylalanylglycine, Simple protonated peptide, Reaction mechanisms, Energetics, Mobile proton,
Thermochemistry
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Introduction

Although tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is clearly a
robust and nearly routine tool for determining the amino

acid sequence of peptides by collision-induced dissociation
(CID) of protonated peptides and proteins, more complete
sequence identificationwould benefit from the ability to predict
dissociation pathways and their probabilities. This requires an
understanding of the fragmentation processes of protonated

peptides, which requires a thorough knowledge of the dissoci-
ation mechanisms and an appreciation of the energetics for
competing fragmentation pathways. At present, such under-
standing is incomplete even for small peptides, although pre-
vious studies by our own group [1–3] and others [4–12] have
begun to provide such information that augments even more
complete theoretical explorations [13–16]. In general, proton-
ated peptides dissociate at low collision energies via charge-
directed mechanisms that are permitted by migration of the
mobile proton added to the neutral peptide [16–20]. Sequence
ions, [bn]

+ and [yn + 2H]+, are formed by amide bond cleavage,
and these can further dissociate to yield shorter [bn]

+, [ym +
2H]+, [an]

+ ions, internal fragments, and immonium ions. Non-
sequence product ions can also be formed by the loss of water,
carbon monoxide, or ammonia. (The nomenclature used for
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peptide fragment ions in this study is adopted from the all
explicit nomenclature proposed by Siu and co-workers [21], a
modification of that proposed by Roepstorff and Fohlmann
[22], and Biemann [23].)

In the present work, we extend our previous comprehensive
evaluation of the simplest tripeptide, protonated triglycine
(H+GGG) , to the s l i gh t ly mod i f i ed p ro tona t ed
glycylalanylglycine (H+GAG). One of the earliest H+GAG
studies was conducted by Eckart et al. [24], where they con-
ducted CID onH+GAG and its fragment [b2]

+ ion to investigate
the structure of the latter. There, the CID of the parent H+GAG
yielded prominent products of m/z 44, 101 ([a2]

+), 129 ([b2]
+),

147 ([y2 + 2H]+), and 30 ([a1]
+) in decreasing order of the

relative intensities. Minor products of m/z 159, 76 ([y1 +
2H]+), and 57 were also observed. CID of the m/z 129 ([b2]

+)
ion was found to generate m/z 44 with the largest intensity
followed by [a2]

+ and then [a1]
+. They concluded that the

H+GAG [b2]
+ ion has a protonated oxazolone structure. Siu

and co-workers investigated the decomposition of H+GAG as
well as its [b2]

+ and [a2]
+ fragment ions in a triple quadrupole

mass spectrometer [11]. Similar to the results of Eckart et al.,
H+GAGwas reported to form abundantm/z 44, [b2]

+, [a2]
+, and

[a1]
+ ions, although no details were presented. The dissociation

chemistry of [b2]
+ and [a2]

+ was studied both experimentally
and theoretically using DFT calculations. (Only the CID mass
spectrum of the [a2]

+ ion was shown.) These cross sections
were analyzed to obtain experimental thresholds for these
secondary reactions. For the [b2]

+ ion, they observed
decarbonylation to form [a2]

+, and for CID of [a2]
+, they

observed the formation of the m/z 44 ion along with [a1]
+ and

a small amount of m/z 73. Later, Harrison and co-workers [25]
studied the low-energy CID of the [a2]

+ ion generated from
H+GA-NH2 [b2]

+ and performed related quantum chemical
calculations. They observed the formation of both m/z 73 and
44 products in their mass spectra, with the latter being more
abundant that the former; however, no [a1]

+ ion (m/z 30) was
observed. Their results corroborated the reaction mechanism
provided by Siu and co-workers for formation of m/z 44 that
concluded that this is an internal iminium ion. Similarly,
Armentrout and Clark examined the kinetic-energy depen-
dence of decomposition of the H+GAG [b2]

+ product ion to
form [a2]

+, [a1]
+, m/z 44 and 73, and analyzed and reported

threshold energies of these products [26]. There, the most
intense product was the [a2]

+ ion followed by similar cross-
section magnitudes of [a1]

+ and m/z 44, and a minor product of
m/z 73. The kinetic energy dependences observed there were
consistent with sequential decarbonylation of [b2]

+ to form
[a2]

+ and then m/z 73, the proton-bound dimer
(CH2NH)H

+(CH3CHNH). The latter product rapidly decom-
poses to form both [a1]

+ (m/z 30, CH2NH2
+) and m/z 44

(CH3CHNH2
+). Both the work of Siu and co-workers and

Armentrout and Clark support assignment of the [b2]
+ ion as

an oxazolone. Further, the threshold energy of [a2]
+ formed by

loss of CO from [b2]
+ was measured by Armentrout and Clark,

who found that the [a2]
+ ion formed at its threshold energy is an

acyclic oxoimidazolidine structure, which can cyclize at higher

energies, as indicated by the spectroscopic work of Bythell,
Maître, and Paizs [27] and Siu and co-workers [28].

Although the H+GAG system has been evaluated previous-
ly, the present guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometry
(GIBMS) study extends these previous works, providing more
complete and quantitative data that allows a comprehensive
examination of the reaction mechanisms and energetics. Here,
absolute cross sections for decomposition of H+GAG were
measured with a sensitivity of over three orders of magnitude
over a collision energy range of 0–9 eV. The experimental
results were analyzed using molecular parameters (vibrational
frequencies and rotational constants) determined in theoretical
calculations to extract absolute experimental threshold energies
for all primary and several secondary fragmentation pathways.
The experimental threshold energies are compared with those
obtained from single point energy calculations performed at the
B3LYP, B3LYP-D3 (B3LYP with the GD3BJ dispersion cor-
rection) [29, 30], MP2(full) [31], and M06-2X [32] levels of
theory. Comparison of experimental and theoretical threshold
energies allows identification of the key steps involved in
H+GAG fragmentation and comparison to similar results for
H+GGG [3] permits quantification of the effects of methyla-
tion. Although substitution of CH3 for H on the central residue
seems like a small perturbation, the methyl group is found to
change the relative proton affinities of the dominant dissocia-
tion products, thereby influencing the overall fragmentation
pattern in a significant way.

Experimental and Computational
Details
Experimental Procedures

Cross sections of H+GAG colliding with Xe were mea-
sured using a GIBMS that has been described previously in
detail [33, 34]. The H+GAG ions were generated using an
electrospray ionization source (ESI) [35] under conditions
similar to those described earlier, such that the H+GAG
ions are characterized by a temperature of 300 K [35–39].
Details of the experimental methods and means of data
analysis [40–42] can be found in the Supplementary Ma-
terial. In the data analysis, when reactions are limited by
loose transition states (TSs), TS frequencies equal those of
the dissociated products with transitional frequencies treat-
ed as rotors in the phase space limit (PSL) [40, 41]. For
reactions limited by tight TSs, molecular parameters were
taken directly from theoretical results for the rate-limiting
TS structures. All energies reported below are in the
center-of-mass (CM) frame unless otherwise noted.

Computational Procedures

Geometries, vibrational frequencies, and energies of reac-
tants, products, intermediates, and TSs were calculated
using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs [43]. Key TSs,
intermediates, and products were initially guessed on the
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basis of the analogous species found in the thorough
H+GGG GIBMS and computational study [3]. Optimiza-
tions of all low-lying structures were performed at the
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) levels of theory. We also performed
relaxed potential energy surface (PES) scans at B3LYP/6-
31+G(d) or B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) levels of theory to iden-
tify elementary steps in the transformations and decompo-
sitions of H+GAG and its products (details below). TSs
and intermediates occurring along the PESs were then
optimized at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level, where it
was verified that each TS contains one imaginary frequen-
cy and each intermediate is vibrationally stable. Each rate-
limiting TS was further examined with an intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) calculation to verify that it connects the
appropriate intermediates. Rotational constants and vibra-
tional frequencies were also calculated at this level of
theory. Zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections were applied
to relative energies by using a scaling constant of 0.99
[44]. Using these geometries and ZPE corrections, single-
point energies (SPEs) were determined at both B3LYP and
MP2(full) (where full refers to correlation of all electrons)
levels of theory using the 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set. Ge-
ometry optimizations of key reactant conformers, TSs, and
products were also performed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)
level of theory using an empirical dispersion correction,
GD3BJ [29, 30] (abbreviated as B3LYP-D3 in this study)
and at the M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory. For these
species, SPEs were then calculated at the B3LYP-D3 and
M06-2X levels of theory, respectively, using the 6-
311+G(2d,2p) basis set. For simplicity, the B3LYP//
B3LYP, B3LYP-D3//B3LYP-D3, M06-2X//M06-2X, and
MP2(full)//B3LYP energies will be referred to as B3LYP,
B3LYP-D3, M06, and MP2 in the remaining text.

Nomenclature

Conformers of the H+GAG are named using the same nomen-
clature used in the H+GGG study [3] where the site of proton-
ation was designated within square brackets, followed by des-
ignation of eight dihedral angles starting from the N-terminus
and going along the backbone of H+GAG to the hydroxyl
group: c (cis for angles between 0° and 45°), g (gauche for
45°–135°), and t (trans for 135°–180°). Atoms are numbered
according to their residue with a superscript. Product con-
formers are named in a similar manner defining the protonation
site and the relevant dihedral angles. Transition states are
indicated by TS followed by a description of the change in
the protonation site, dihedral angle, or bond cleavage. Thus, the
TS for a proton transfer is named TS[O1-N2] indicating transfer
of a proton from the carbonyl oxygen O1 (the lower energy
conformer is listed first) to the amide nitrogen N2. A TS
involving a dihedral angle change is designated within paren-
theses, e.g., (cg) which indicates that the dihedral angle chang-
es from cis (the lower energy conformer) to gauche. A TS
involving bond cleavage indicates the bond being broken by
~ inside curly brackets, e.g., {OC~N2}.

Results
Cross Sections for Collision-Induced Dissociation

Figure 1 shows the experimental kinetic energy dependent
cross sections obtained for the interaction of H+GAG with
Xe. Ten ionic products are observed for H+GAG (m/z 204)
fragmentation. On the basis of the theoretical results, these are
assigned to reactions 1–10, where the numbers after the ions
indicate the mass-to-charge ratio. The sequences of these reac-
tions are outlined in Scheme 1, which includes the unobserved
(CH2NH)H

+(AG) intermediate (m/z 176).

HþGAG 204ð Þ þ Xe

→C5H9N2O2
þ 129; b2½ �þ� �

þ C2H5NO2 Gð Þ þ Xe

ð1Þ

→C2H6NO2
þ 76; y1 þ 2H½ �þ;HþG
� �þ C5H8N2O2

þ Xe ð2Þ

→C7H12N3O3
þ 186; b3½ �þ� �þ H2Oþ Xe ð3Þ

→C6H11N2O3
þ 159ð Þ þ COþ NH3 þ Xe ð4Þ

→C5H11N2O3
þ 147; y2 þ 2H½ �þ;HþAG
� �þ CO

þ CH2NHþ Xe ð5Þ

Figure 1. Cross sections for collision-induced dissociation of
H+GAG with xenon at 0.2 mTorr as a function of kinetic energy
in the center-of-mass (CM) frame (lower x-axis) and in the
laboratory frame (lab) (upper x-axis). Products are identified by
their mass-to-charge ratio and the all explicit nomenclature for
fragment ions. Open symbols show the primary products and
closed symbols show the products formed by sequential dis-
sociation. The solid line shows the total cross section
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→C6H12N3O2
þ 158; a3½ �þ� � þ H2Oþ COþ Xe ð6Þ

→CH2NH2
þ 30; a1½ �þ� �þ COþ C5H10N2O3 AGð Þ

þ Xe ð7aÞ

→CH2NH2
þ 30; a1½ �þ� �þ C5H8N2O2 þ COþ H2O

þ Xe ð7bÞ

→CH2NH2
þ 30; a1½ �þ� �þ C2H5Nþ 2 CO

þ C2H5NO2 Gð Þ þ Xe ð7cÞ

→C4H9N2O
þ 101; a2½ �þ� �þ COþ C2H5NO2 Gð Þ

þ Xe ð8aÞ

→C4H9N2O
þ 101; a2½ �þ� �þ 2 COþ CH2NHþ H2O

þ Xe ð8bÞ

→C2H6N
þ 44; a2–CO–CH2NH½ �þ� �þ 2 COþ CH2NH

þ C2H5NO2 Gð Þ þ Xe ð9aÞ

→C2H6N
þ 44; y2 þ 2H–CO–G½ �þ� �þ 2 COþ CH2NH

þ C2H5NO2 Gð Þ þ Xe ð9bÞ

→C3H9N2
þ 73; a2�CO�þ� �þ 2 COþ C2H5NO2 Gð Þ þ Xe
�

ð10Þ
As noted in the introduction, the CID studies of H+GAG

conducted by Eckart et al. [24] showed m/z 44 having the
largest relative intensity followed by m/z 101 ([a2]

+), 129
([b2]

+), 147 ([y2 + 2H]+), and 30 ([a1]
+). These observations

are consistent with our results at the highest energies, presum-
ing that this study did not collect the lightm/z 30 ion efficiently.
Minor products of m/z 159, 76 ([y1 + 2H]+), and 57 were also
observed, where only the latter product was not observed here.
Like Eckart et al., Siu and co-workers found that H+GAG
formed abundant [b2]

+, [a2]
+, [a1]

+, and m/z 44 ions [11].
Although kinetic energy dependent data were acquired in this
latter work, it was not published, so direct comparison with the
present results cannot bemade. Eckart et al. also examined CID
of the m/z 129 ([b2]

+) product ion, concluding that it has a
protonated oxazolone structure, protonated 2-aminomethyl-5-
methyl oxazolone (H+AMMOx), a conclusion supported in
later studies of the H+GAG [b2]

+ product ion by Siu and co-
workers [11] and another by Armentrout and Clark [26].

The kinetic energy dependences of the cross sections in
Figure 1 provide extensive additional information regarding
the pathways involved in the decomposition of H+GAG com-
pared with these previous studies. Figure 1 shows that the total
cross section increases smoothly with increasing energy before
leveling off above about 5 eV, consistent with the coupled and
sequential nature of reactions 1–10. The lowest energy process
arises from the loss of neutral glycine to form the [b2]

+ ion (m/z
129) in reaction 1, a species identified as H+AMMOx [11, 26,

Scheme 1. Schematic reaction mechanism for H+GAG decomposition
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45]. Siu and co-workers and Armentrout and Clark have shown
that an authentic sample of this [b2]

+ ion decarbonylates to
form [a2]

+ (m/z 101) in reaction 8a, consistent with the decline
in the [b2]

+ cross section observed here and matched by the
increase in the [a2]

+ cross section. In addition, these studies
demonstrated that the resultant [a2]

+ ion also decarbonylates to
form a proton-bound complex, (CH2NH)H

+(CH3CHNH) ([a2
+

−CO], m/z 73), in reaction 10. In the study of Armentrout and
Clark, the cross section for the m/z 73 product ion was small,
comparable to that shown in Figure 1, because this complex
rapidly decomposes to yield the iminium ions, both CH2NH2

+

(m/z 30) and its methylated analogue, CH3CHNH2
+ (m/z 44) in

reactions 7c and 9a, respectively. Note also that the magnitudes
of these two cross sections can explain the decline in that for
[a2]

+. The relative energy dependences of these two products
parallel one another and they have similar magnitudes (Fig-
ure 1), indicating that they are likely to be formed via similar
mechanisms, an observation consistent with previous studies of
the H+GAG [b2]

+ product ion by Armentrout and Clark [26].
Indeed, the cross section of m/z 44 matches the results of the
previous work well, indicating that reaction 9a probably dom-
inates its formation. In contrast, the cross section observed here
for m/z 30 is larger and starts at lower relative energies than in
the direct decomposition of [b2]

+, indicating that CH2NH2
+

must be formed via other channels as well, as discussed further
below.

In direct competition with the formation of the [b2]
+ ion is

formation of the [y1 + 2H]+ ion (m/z 76, protonated glycine,
H+G) in reaction 2. Reactions 1 and 2 both correspond to
cleavage of the second peptide bond and differ only in which
fragment carries the extra proton. This competition, which
favors the lower energy [b2]

+ fragment, explains why the
magnitude of the [y1 + 2H]+ cross section is so small. In con-
trast, cleavage of the first peptide bond leads to formation of
[y2 + 2H]+ (m/z 147, protonated alanylglycine, H+AG) in reac-
tion 5, which has the largest cross section of all products after
[b2]

+ and its fragments. In direct competition with reaction 5 is
reaction 7a, yielding CH2NH2

+ ([a1]
+, m/z 30), where again the

difference is which fragment retains the proton. Contributions
from this latter reaction could explain the enhanced cross
section of this ion relative to that observed for decomposition
of [b2]

+. Both reactions 5 and 7a as well as reaction 4, which
yields the m/z 159 product ion by the combined losses of
CO+NH3, can be initiated by the loss of CO from H+GAG,
yet no primary ion at the appropriate mass (m/z 176) was
observed, despite carefully looking for it. This can occur if
CO loss involves a tight transition state (TTS) such that loss of
additional fragments can occur readily at energies needed to
surmount the TTS. This concept is consistent with previous
studies of similar processes in H+GGG [3] and ion trap studies
of H+AGG conducted at low-energies and millisecond time
scales [12]. Notably, this latter study did observe the ion
resulting from loss of CO in MALDI/TOF-TOF, metastable
ion (MI), and CID experiments, because these experiments
occur at higher energies and microsecond time scales. The
[y2 + 2H]+ product can also dissociate further to lose CO and

glycine to form m/z 44 (CH3CHNH2
+) in reaction 9b. This is

analogous to the formation of CH2NH2
+ from H+GG by loss of

CO and glycine, which has been documented previously [1, 2,
6, 46–48]. Unlike in the H+GG study, we did not observe the
formation of a stable intermediate after CO loss from [y2 +
2H]+ (atm/z 119), presumably because this species rapidly falls
apart to form CH3CHNH2

+ and glycine.
In a low energy but inefficient process, loss of water from

H+GAG yields the [b3]
+ ion (m/z 186), protonated 2-glycyl

aminoethyl-5-oxazolone (H+GAEOx) in reaction 3. Starting at
~ 3 eV, loss of CO from the [b3]

+ ion occurs resulting in the
formation of the [a3]

+ ion (m/z 158) by reaction 6. Formation of
[a3]

+ is consistent with the decline in [b3]
+ cross section at

higher energies.
Higher energy decompositions may also contribute to the

results shown. The [y1 + 2H]+ product, H+G, is known to
fragment by loss of H2O+CO, yielding the [a1]

+ ion in reaction
7b [49]. Similarly, in analogy to H+GG, [2] [y2 + 2H]+ can lose
H2O+CO in reaction 8b to form [a2]

+, although this should be a
much smaller contribution compared to reaction 8a,
decarbonylation of [b2]

+.

H+GAG Ground Structure

Figure 2 shows the six lowest energy conformations of
H+GAG located in the present study and their relative energies
(also listed in Supplementary Table S1). Two of the structures
involve protonation at the carbonyl oxygen of the first residue
(O1) with the proton directed towards O2 (as indicated by the
superscript t denoting the trans orientation of the ∠CCO1H
dihedral angle. B3LYP, B3LYP-D3, and M06 calculations
suggest the [O1t]-ctgttttt conformer is the ground structure
(GS) and all levels of theory place the [O1t]-ctgttgtt structure
3–8 kJ/mol higher. Both structures are stabilized by several
hydrogen bonds, N2H•N1, O1H•O2, and O4H•O3, whereas the
former also has a N3H•O3 hydrogen bond. Note that in both of
these structures, the two peptide bonds have trans orientations
(∠OCNH) as also reflected by the second and fifth dihedral
angle designation in our nomenclature). Four of the structures
shown in Figure 2 involve protonation at the N-terminus, [N1],
with the ttggtgtt conformer lying well above the GS [O1t]
structure (10–31 kJ/mol). The other three structures all have a
cis peptide bond between the first and second residue (as
indicated by the second dihedral angle designation in our
nomenclature). At the MP2 level of theory, two of these struc-
tures, [N1]-gcgttgtt and [N1]-tcgctgtt, lie below [O1t]-ctgttttt,
with the former structure being the GS and the latter structure
higher by only 2 kJ/mol. MP2 theory places the [N1]-gcgttgtt
structure ~ 8 kJ/mol below [O1t]-ctgttttt, whereas the DFT
levels of theory place these structures 2–20 (gcgttgtt) and 4–
17 (tcgctgtt) kJ/mol above the [O1t]-ctgttttt GS.

Conformers directly analogous to those shown in Figure 2
were also found for the H+GGG conformers [3], which is
reasonable because H+GAG conformers differ from H+GGG
only in the methyl group on the central amino acid residue.
Indeed, these conformers have the same names (because the
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side chains are not involved in the nomenclature) and similar
relative energies. Again, [O1t]-ctgttttt was the GS at the B3LYP
and B3LYP-D3 levels, whereas [N1]-gcgttgtt was the M06 and
MP2 GS. One significant difference in the relative energies is
the [N1]-ttggtgtt conformer, which was about 10 kJ/mol lower
in relative energy for H+GGG compared to H+GAG. Counter-
intuitively, the O1•HN3 hydrogen bond in this conformer for
H+GAG (2.218 Å) is shorter than that for H+GGG (2.347 Å).
This is partly a result of the proximity of the methyl side chain,
where one CH hydrogen is only 2.516 Å away from O1. In
other conformers, the hydrogen bond lengths are more similar
mainly because the methyl group exerts primarily an inductive
effect. For [N1]-ttggtgtt, it is possible that the tighter binding in
H+GAG induces additional steric strain, raising its relative
energy.

In our H+GGG study [3], calculated infrared spectra for
H+GGG [O1t]-ctgttttt, [N1]-gcgttgtt, [N1]-ttggtgtt, and [N1]-
tcgctgtt conformers were compared with an infrared multiple
photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectrum obtained by Wu and
McMahon [50]. This comparison indicated that both [O1t]-
ctgttttt and [N1]-ttggtgtt were present for H+GGG formed under
ESI conditions, whereas there was no evidence for any of the
structures having cis peptide bonds. These results were ratio-
nalized on the basis of calculations that indicated that the trans-
cis isomerization required 58–71 kJ/mol, such that trans-cis
isomerization would not occur under ESI conditions or in
solution. Because most peptides are known to adopt trans
peptide bonds in solution, these results suggest that only the
trans peptide conformers are accessible in the ESI source. For
H+GGG, DFT levels of theory predicted that only [O1t]-ctgttttt
conformers should be populated, whereas MP2 results indicat-
ed that both [N1]-ttggtgtt and [O1t]-ctgttttt conformers were
thermally accessible, in agreement with the experimental
IRMPD results.

As detailed in the Supplementary Material, a similar explo-
ration of trans-cis isomerization of the peptide bond in H+GAG
[N1]-gcgttgtt finds that the rate-limiting TS for this process,
TS[N1]-g(ct)g(gt)tttt (Figure 3), lies 67–87 kJ/mol above the
GS (Supplementary Fig. S1, and Table S3). Again, this sug-
gests that only conformers containing trans peptide bonds are
likely to be formed in the ESI source, such that the three low-
energy [N1]-xcgxtxtt conformers are not expected to be acces-
sible. On the basis of the similarities between H+GAG and
H+GGG conformers, we assume that the dominant H+GAG
species formed in this study is the lowest energy conformer
having only trans peptide bonds, which for H+GAG is [O1t]-
ctgttttt at all levels of theory. Notably, the [N1]-ttggtgtt con-
former, which was the lowest energy conformer of H+GGG at
the MP2 level of theory, is higher in relative energy here and
would not be expected to have an appreciable population.

[b2]
+/[y1 + 2H]+ Formation

The reaction mechanism for the formation of [b2]
+ and [y1 +

2H]+ ions from peptides similar to H+GAG has been studied
previously [3, 9, 10, 12, 15]. Unsurprisingly, the reaction
mechanisms for H+GAG decompositions are directly analo-
gous to those found for H+GGG decompositions, as detailed
elsewhere [3]. Therefore, in the present work, we focus on the
rate-limiting TSs for H+GAG decompositions. Starting from
the [O1t]-ctggttttt GS, the energized H+GAG molecules under-
go rearrangement that transfers the proton to N3, at which point
it passes through TS[N3]-ctgctgtt{O2C~N3}, shown in
Figure 3. Here, the peptide bond between O2C and N3 is
cleaved as the O1-CO2 bond of the oxazolone is formed. This
TS lies below the lowest energy product asymptote ([b2]

+ + G)
by 26–59 kJ/mol, with [y1 + 2H]+ + AMMOx products another
38–64 kJ/mol higher (Figure 3). Thus, the formation of [b2]

+

Figure 2. H+GAG conformers, [O1t]-ctgttttt, [O1t]-ctgttgtt, [N1]-ttggtgtt, (with trans peptide bonds), [N1]-tcgctgtt, [N1]-gcgttgtt, and
[N1]-gcggttttt (with one cis peptide bond) with their relative energies in kJ/mol at B3LYP, B3LYP-D3, MP2, and M06 levels of theory
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and [y1 + 2H]+ ions is limited by the energies of the separated
products; i.e., they have loose TSs. This conclusion is consis-
tent with the large cross section observed for the former chan-
nel (Figure 1), whereas the latter channel is limited by its direct
competition with formation of [b2]

+. Formation of [b2]
+

(H+AMMOx) + G is calculated to lie 141–163 kJ/mol above
the GS and [y1 + 2H]+ (H+G) + AMMOx is 201–209 kJ/mol
above the GS (Supplementary Table S2).

Further Dissociation of [b2]
+ to [a2]

+

The mechanism for dissociation of H+AMMOx ([b2]
+) by

decarbonylation to form [a2]
+ has been detailed previously

[26]. This reaction passes over a TTS, TS(H+AMMOx[N2]-
ctt{OC~O}), lying 116–120 kJ/mol above the GS [b2]

+, with a
second very similar TTS, TS(H+AMMOx[N2]-ctg{OC~O})
(also located by Siu and co-workers) [11], lying another 9 kJ/

Figure 3. Key transition states and products of H+GAG decomposition with their relative energies in kJ/mol at B3LYP, B3LYP-D3,
MP2, andM06 levels of theory. Dashed lines denote breaking andmaking of bonds. TS[N1]-g(ct)g(gt)tttt is the rate-limiting TS for cis-
trans isomerization of H+GAG. TS[N3]-ctgctgtt{O2C~N3} is the key TS leading to [b2]

+ and [y1 + 2H]+ products (but is not rate-limiting).
TS[N2]-ctgttttt{N1C~CO1~N2C} is the TS for decarbonylation. TS[O1t-O4]-ct(cg)(tg)g{C~O4H} is the rate-limiting TTS leading to [b3]

+.
TS(H+GAEOx[N3]-ctg(cg)){C~CO3} is the rate-limiting TS for formation of [a3]

+. TS[N3]-ctgtt{N2C~CO2~N3C} is the rate-limiting TS for
formation of m/z 44 from [y2 + 2H]+
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mol higher. This forms a linear C4H9N2O
+ [a2]

+ product ion
and CO, which Siu and co-workers suggest cyclizes (a form
that is slightly lower in energy), but which requires passing
over a barrier higher than the TTS. As noted above, the [a2]

+

ion can further dissociate by decarbonylation to form m/z 73, a
proton-bound dimer of CH2NH and CH3CHNH, which rapidly
dissociates to form [a1]

+ (m/z 30, CH2NH2
+) or m/z 44

(CH3CHNH2
+). This explains why these two cross sections

are similar in shape and magnitude (Figure 1). The proton
affinity (PA) of CH3CHNH (885.1 kJ/mol) is higher than that
for CH2NH (852.9 kJ/mol) [51], such that this competition
should favor formation of m/z 44. Indeed, decomposition of
[b2]

+ yielded this expected behavior with a shift in thresholds
consistent with the ΔPA [26]. Observation of the opposite
behavior here (Figure 1), indicates other pathways also con-
tribute to the [a1]

+ product ion at lower energies. Although
plausibly one of these pathways could be the direct dissociation
of [b2]

+ to [a1]
+ not involving intermediate formation of [a2]

+,
our previous work on [b2]

+ ion fragmentation indicates that this
channel cannot be the primary route for [a1]

+ formation, al-
though it could contribute at high energies [26].

[y2 + 2H]+/[a1]
+ Formation

Formation of the [a1]
+ product from H+GAG has been exam-

ined in the past, but as a secondary product of [b2]
+ and [a2]

+

[11]. Primary dissociation of H+GAG to [y2 + 2H]+

(H +AG ) +CO+CH 2NH ( r e a c t i o n 5 ) a n d [ a 1 ]
+

(CH2NH2
+)+CO+AG (reaction 7a) must involve transfer of

the mobile proton to the N2 amide nitrogen and subsequent
loss of CO. We found three TSs for this decarbonylation
r e a c t i o n ( S u p p l em e n t a r y F i g . S 2 ) : T S [N 2 ] -
ctgttttt{N1C~CO1~N2C} (Figure 3), is the lowest of these at
B3LYP and B3LYP-D3 levels of theory (by ~ 1 kJ/mol) and
TS[N2]-ttgttttt{N1C~CO1~N2C} is the lowest at MP2 andM06
levels of theory (by ~ 2 kJ/mol). In addition, there is TS[N2]-
cggttttt{N1C~CO1~N2C}, which lies within 5 kJ/mol of the
other two (Supplementary Fig. S2). These three TSs have very
similar energies of 170–186, 171–183, and 172–188 kJ/mol
above the GS, respectively (Supplementary Table S3). All
these TSs differ from each other only in the spatial arrangement
of the incipient immonium ion. As for the H+GGG analogue,
we tried to find a pathway that involves direct dissociation to
[y2 + 2H]+ and [a1]

+ ions and not a sequential dissociation via
CO loss but were unable to do so. The TSs found here are
analogous to the ones found for the loss of CO from H+GGG
[3], H+GG [1], and H+AGG [12].

This decarbonylation reaction forms the proton-bound di-
mer (CH2NH)H

+(AG), which easily dissociates to form either
[y2 + 2H]+ (H+AG)+CH2NH in reaction 5 (Figure 3), or [a1]

+

(CH2NH2
+)+AG in reaction 7a. Both of these channels are

limited by their separated product energies (except at the
B3LYP level of theory for [y2 + 2H]+), which is consistent with
the large cross sections observed for these channels (Figure 1).
Formation of [y2 + 2H]+ + CH2NH+CO is calculated to lie 1–
26 kJ/mol above the rate-limiting TSs (2–4 kJ/mol below at

B3LYP), and [a1]
+ + AG+CO lies 65–96 kJ/mol above the rate-

limiting TSs (56–78 kJ/mol above the competing [y2 + 2H]+

channel) (Tables S2 and S3). These two reactions are directly
competitive because the proton is shared between the two
molecules at their favored protonation sites. The [y2 + 2H]+

product can further dissociate to form methylated iminium
ion (m/z 44) in react ion 9b via a TTS, TS[N3]-
ctgtt{N2C~CO~N3C} (Figure 3), which involves a concerted
cleavage of the CO2-CN2 and N3C-CO2 bonds, resulting in the
loss of CO and glycine (Supplementary Fig. S2). The TTS for
this cleavage lies 315–353 kJ/mol above the GS and 145–
172 kJ/mol above the TTS for CO loss (Supplementary
T a b l e S 3 ) . F o r m a t i o n o f m / z 4 4
(CH3CHNH2

+)+G+2CO+CH2NH is calculated to lie 11–
26 kJ/mol above the TTS (~ 7 kJ/mol below at B3LYP) and
140–172 kJ/mol above the [y2 + 2H]+ + CO+CH2NH products.
Thus, the formation of m/z 44 (CH3CHNH2

+) is limited by its
product energies at all levels of theory except B3LYP, which is
consistent with its large cross section (Figure 1). However,
H+G+CH3CHNH+2CO+CH2NH lies 41–52 kJ/mol above
the TTS and 25–49 kJ/mol above the competing CH3CHNH2

+

channel (Tables S2 and S3). Thus, this pathway is unlikely to
be a major contributor to the small m/z 76 [y1 + 2H]+ cross
section, Figure 1. Further discussion of this pathway can be
found in the SI.

Loss of CO and NH3

The pathway for the loss of CO andNH3 begins after the loss of
CO. It parallels the mechanism for the loss of CO and NH3

described in the literature [12, 52–54] and quantitatively
assessed in our study on the similar processes from H+GG
and H+GGG [1, 3]. In this mechanism, the (CH2NH)H

+(AG)
complex formed by decarbonylation requires covalent cou-
pling of the carbon of CH2NH to the N-terminus of AG
followed by proton transfer (Scheme 1). This forms the prod-
ucts, CH2AG

+[N2]-tttttt+NH3+CO (Supplementary Fig. S2),
which lie above the rate-limiting TS for CO loss at the
B3LYP-D3 level of theory (by ~ 1 kJ/mol) and below (by 5–
28 kJ/mol) the TS at the remaining levels of theory (Tables S2
and S3). The CH2AG

++NH3+CO products lie below the com-
peting [y2 + 2H]+ + CH2NH+CO products and are therefore
energetically favored, although entropically disfavored because
the covalent bond coupling is much more constrained than the
simple bond cleavage needed for the latter channel. We also
examined an alternate pathway involving the direct transfer of
the N2 proton to N1 via TS(H+AMAG[N2-N1]-tgtttttt), but
found that this rate-liming TTS is higher in energy thus we
did not explore it further (Supplementary Fig. S2 and
Table S3). This latter pathway parallels one found in the
H+GGG study [3].

[b3]
+ Formation (Loss of Water from H+GAG)

Loss of water from H+GAG can occur via a mechanism similar
to that found for H+AGG [12] and H+GGG [3, 55]. This occurs
by transfer of a proton to the C-terminal hydroxyl group, O4H,
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and subsequent ring formation over the rate-limiting tight
TS[O1t-O4]-ct(cg)(tg)g{C~O4H}, Figure 3. This TTS lies
111–139 kJ/mol above the GS, and forms a complex of pro-
tonated 2-glycylaminoethyl-5-oxazolone, H+GAEOx[N3] and
water, which lies 57–76 kJ/mol above the GS and 53–64 kJ/
mol below the TTS (Tables S2 and S3). This complex,
(H+GAEOx[N3]-ctgg)(H2OHN3,CO1•HO), can form the final
products (Figures 3), 101–123 kJ/mol above the GS and 10–
29 kJ/mol below the TTS, by losing water via a loose TS.
Although it is a primary product ion, because the [b3]

+ channel
is limited by a TTS, it does not compete effectively with the
other primary ions that are formed by pathways having loose
TSs. This explains its small cross section in Figure 1.

The [b3]
+ fragment ion can also be a nine-membered ring

structure as located for other peptides [3, 56]; but, this [b3]
+

product was found to be much higher in energy (by 90 kJ/mol
for H+AAAAR and 69–85 kJ/mol for H+GGG) than the non-
cyclic [b3]

+ oxazolone product in both studies. Thus, we have
not investigated this pathway further here.

Further Dissociation of [b3]
+ to [a3]

+

Decarbonylation of [b3]
+ to [a3]

+ can occur in the presence and
absence of water. In the H+GGG study, we found that although
loss of CO in the presence of water is energetically favored, the
TS for this process lies well above the loose TS associated with
the [b3]

+ + H2O products. Thus, decomposition of [b3]
+ to [a3]

+

should occur after water is lost; therefore, the pathway in which
water is retained is not discussed. Decarbonylation of [b3]

+ to
form the [a3]

+ + CO products is limited by TS(H+GAEOx[N3]-
ctg(cg){C~CO3}), Figure 3, which lies 228–261 kJ/mol above
the GS and 39–47 kJ /mol above the produc t s ,
GANHCH2[N

3]+-ctgg+H2O+CO (Figure 3 and Tables S2
and S3). Here, the small magnitude of [a3]

+ (Figure 1) is mainly
determined by the cross section of its precursor, [b3]

+. Similar
to the findings of the present study and that of H+GGG [3],
Allen et al. found that formation of [a3]

+ from H+AAAAR was
limited by a TTS and produced a linear imine formed by
decarbonylation of the [b3]

+ ring [56]. They also noted that
this species could readily undergo further decomposition to
yield [b2]

+ + CH3CH=NH, a process that we would not observe
here because of the already large [b2]

+ ion signal.
We also explored cyclization of the [a3]

+ ion to a seven-
membered ring as found by Bythell, Maître, and Paizs (BMP)
[27] and considered in our H+GGG study [3]. Overall, the rate-
limiting TS for the cyclization after water is lost is
TS(GANHCH2[N

3]-ct{CO1~CN3}), which lies 9–20 kJ/mol
above TS(H+GAEOx[N3]-ct(cg)){C~CO3}), the rate-limiting
TS for decarbonylation of [b3]

+ (Supplementary Fig. S2 and
Table S3). Thus, the acylic [a3]

+ GANHCH2[N
3]+-ctgg should

be formed at the experimental threshold; however, cyclization
could take place as the energy is increased, although that
process is probably entropically disfavored. This conclusion
is consistent with the findings of Mookherjee and Armentrout
for the [a3]

+ ion formed from H+GGG but not with those of
BMP, for reasons discussed elsewhere [3].

Analysis of Primary Dissociation Channels

Scheme 1 outlines the relationships between reactions 1–10 on
the basis of the reaction mechanisms calculated here and pre-
vious work [1, 3, 11, 26, 49]. The primary dissociations from
H+GAG are the formation of [b2]

+ in reaction 1, production of
[y1 + 2H]+ in reaction 2, loss of water to form [b3]

+ in reaction
3, and loss of CO. Formations of [b2]

+ and [y1 + 2H]+ are
limited by the asymptotic energy of their products. Direct
competition between these two channels, where the former is
strongly favored energetically, explains why the cross section
of the latter product is inhibited (Figure 1). In contrast, the
formation of [b3]

+ and loss of CO are limited by TTSs, TS
[ O 1 t - O 4 ] - c t ( c g ) ( t g ) { C ~ O 4 H } , a n d T S [ N 2 ] -
ctgttttt{N1C~CO1~N2C}, respectively. Decarbonylation in
the latter reaction rapidly leads to formation of [y2 + 2H]+ in
reaction 5, [a1]

+ in reaction 7a, and loss of NH3 in reaction 4,
where the first two processes have loose TSs, whereas loss of
NH3 is limited by the preceding TTS for CO loss and is lowest
in energy of these three pathways. As mentioned above, the
primary product for CO loss (m/z 176) was not observed, which
given the mechanisms elucidated above, implies that this prod-
uct decomposes rapidly when the thresholds for its subsequent
decompositions are reached. Because loss of CO over a TTS
competes with the loose TS for the dominant [b2]

+ production
at a similar energy, the m/z 176 cross section apparently never
reaches an appreciable magnitude until after this intermediate
can begin to dissociate further, similar to the H+GGG study [3].

These interrelated processes are analyzed as detailed in the
Supplementary Material. Cross sections of the sequential chan-
nels were summed with their precursor channels to form com-
posite channels: m/z 129 +m/z 100 ([b2]

+ + [a2]
+ = [b2]

+
tot) and

m/z 186 +m/z 158 ([b3]
+ + [a3]

+ = [b3]
+
tot). The cross sections

of the six primary channels, [b2]
+
tot, [y1 + 2H]+, [b3]

+
tot, loss of

CO+NH3, [y2 + 2H]+, and [a1]
+, obtained at high-pressures

were modeled competitively using Supplementary Eq. S1, as
shown in Figure 4a with the optimized parameters listed in
Table 1. Because [b2]

+
tot has a much larger cross section than

any other channel, its shape defines the n parameter in Supple-
mentary Eq. S1, and means that this threshold is more accu-
rately determined than any other. Zero-pressure cross sections
were analyzed only for the major [b2]

+, [y2 + 2H]+, and [a1]
+

products, with modeling parameters listed in Table 1. Notably,
the smaller cross sections could not be extrapolated to zero-
pressure conditions with accuracy, such that corrections for
pressure effects to these channels ([y1 + H]+, [b3]

+, and loss
of CO+NH3) were made as discussed in the Supplementary
Material. This procedure yields 0 K threshold energies for the
six primary processes of 1.66 ± 0.15 [b2]

+, 1.98 ± 0.10 [y1 +
H]+, 1.52 ± 0.12 [b3]

+, 1.62 ± 0.10 (loss of CO+NH3), 2.21 ±
0.17 [y2 + H]+, and 2.70 ± 0.18 eV [a1]

+, which we take as our
best values from this modeling.

As discussed in detail in the Supplementary Material, the
analysis of the (CO+NH3) loss, [y2 + 2H]+, and [a1]

+ cross
sections is not straightforward because theory indicates that
all three channels result from sequential decompositions from a
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product ion formed by CO loss. This led us to analyze these
three cross sections using several models, and Table 1 includes
results for two of these, TPLPLP (tight-loose-loose) and TPLSLS
(tight-loose-loose) where the subscripts indicate treatment as a
primary (P) or secondary (S) reaction. Results for the TPLPLP

and TPLSLS models are shown in Figures 4a, b, respectively.
Both reproduce the six competing cross sections well, although
the TPLPLP model does so to somewhat higher energies. The
latter model reproduces the CO loss, [y2 + 2H]+, and [a1]

+ cross
sections up to ~ 4.5 eV and increases the threshold energies by

Figure 4. Competitive modeling of the six primary products: composite cross sections of [b2]
+
tot, [y1 + 2H]+, [y2 + 2H]+, [a1]

+, [b3]
+
tot,

and -(CO+NH3) from CID of H+GAG with Xe using (a) TPLPLP model and (b) TPLSLS model. Symbols show high-pressure (0.2 mTorr)
data for the indicated products as a function of collision energy in the center-of-mass frame (lower x-axis) and in the laboratory frame
(upper x-axis). Solid lines show the best fit to the data using the model in Supplementary Eq. S1 convoluted over the neutral and ion
kinetic energy distributions. Dashed lines show the model cross sections in the absence of experimental kinetic energy broadening
for reactants with internal energies at 0 K

Table 1. Fitting Parameters of Equations S1, S3a, and S3b, Threshold Energies at 0 K, and Entropies of Activation at 1000 K for the Decomposition of H+GAGa

Reaction TSb σ0 n E0 (eV)
c ΔS1000

† (J/K mol)

1 [b2]
+ (H+AMMOx)+G PSL 19.8 ± 7.0

17.8 ± 3.7
1.3 ± 0.3
1.5 ± 0.1

1.66 ± 0.15
1.41 ± 0.07
1.41 ± 0.07

89 ± 5
90 ± 5
90 ± 5

2 [y1 + 2H]
+ (H+G)+AMMOx PSL 17.8 ± 3.7 1.5 ± 0.1 1.66 ± 0.07

1.67 ± 0.07
88 ± 5
87 ± 5

5 [y2 + 2H]
+ (H+AG)+CO+CH2NH PSL 19.8 ± 7.0

17.2 ± 5.6
1.3 ± 0.3
1.5 ± 0.1

2.21 ± 0.17d

1.82 ± 0.08d

2.57 ± 0.08

144 ± 5
126 ± 5
16 ± 3

7a [a1]
+ (CH2NH2

+)+CO+AG PSL 19.8 ± 8.3
17.8 ± 3.7

1.3 ± 0.3
1.5 ± 0.1

2.70 ± 0.18
2.37 ± 0.08
2.72 ± 0.08

202 ± 6
203 ± 5
44 ± 5

3 [b3]
+ (H+GAEOx)+H2O TS[O1t-O4] 17.8 ± 3.7 1.5 ± 0.1 1.21 ± 0.07e

1.19 ± 0.07f

1.25 ± 0.07g

69 ± 1
69 ± 1
79 ± 1

4 (CO+NH3) loss TS[N2] 17.8 ± 3.7 1.6 ± 0.2 1.30 ± 0.07
1.60 ± 0.08h

59 ± 1
158 ± 1

6 [a3]
+ ([b3]

+ −CO) TS[O1t-O4]→ TS(H+GAEOx) 18.2 ± 3.5 1.5 ± 0.2 2.41 ± 0.15 34 ± 1
8a [a2]

+ ([b2]
+ −CO) [b2]

+ (PSL)→TS(H+AMMOx) 23.2 ± 1.3 1.5 ± 0.2 2.51 ± 0.04 34 ± 1
9b m/z 44 [y2 + 2H–G–CO]

+ [y2 + 2H]
+→ TS[N3]-ctgtt 18.2 ± 3.6 1.5 ± 0.1 3.25 ± 0.07 42 ± 1

9b m/z 44 [y2 + 2H–G–CO]
+ [y2 + 2H]

+→ PSL 18.3 ± 3.3 1.5 ± 0.1 3.63 ± 0.10 196 ± 5

aIn all cases, competition among [b2]
+, [y1 + 2H]

+, [y2 + 2H]
+, [a1]

+, [b3]
+, and CO loss are included in the modeling. Values in bold indicate analysis of zero-pressure

extrapolated data. bPSL, phase space limit. TS[O1t-O4] = TS[O1t-O4]-ct(cg)tc{C~O4H}, TS[N2] = TS[N2]-ctgttttt{N1C~CO1~N2C}, TS(H+GAEOx) =
TS(H+GAEOx[N3]-ct(gc)gg){C~CO3}), TS(H

+AMMOx) = TS(H+AMMOx[N1]-ctt{OC~C}) [26], TS[N3]-ctgtt = TS[N3]-ctgtt{N2C~CO2~N3C}. Arrows indicate
a sequential process with the indicated TSs for the initial and sequential steps. cValues from analysis of high-pressure data using TPLPLP model (normal font) and
TPLSLS model (italics font). dValue when PSL TS frequencies below 900 cm−1 of [a1]

+ product in TPLPLP model are scaled by 1.16 in high-pressure data and 1.28 in
zero-pressure extrapolated data. eValue when TTS frequencies below 900 cm−1 of [b3]

+ product are scaled by 0.72. eValue when [b3]
+ product is analyzed with

switching TS, details in text. gValue when [b3]
+ TTS frequencies below 900 cm−1 in the TPLSLS model are scaled by 0.68. hValue when CO loss TTS frequencies

below 900 cm−1 in the TPLSLS model are scaled by 0.68
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0.30, 0.75, and 0.35 eV, respectively, compared to the TPLPLP
model. There is no change in the threshold energies of the [b2]

+,
[y1 + 2H]+, and [b3]

+ products (Table 1).

Analysis of Secondary Dissociation Channels

Once the fitting parameters for the six primary channels were
determined, sequential dissociation channels [a3]

+ (from [b3]
+),

[a2]
+ (from [b2]

+), and m/z 44 ([y2 + 2H–CO–G]+ from [y2 +
2H]+) in reactions 6, 8a, and 9b were analyzed. Details can be
found in the Supplementary Material. In all of these sequential
analyses, threshold energies of all six competing primary chan-
nels were the same as those obtained when the secondary
channels were not included. An example of such an analysis
is shown in Figure 5, which now includes analysis of the [a3]

+

product as the loss of water followed by CO loss
([b3]

+→ [a3]
+), while still including the competition with the

other five primary channels. Fitting parameters of the three
secondary products obtained from the analysis of high-
pressure data are listed in Table 1 and the final threshold
energies are then shifted up by 0.32 ± 0.07 eV in order to
account for pressure effects (see Supplementary Material).

Comparison between Theoretical and Experimental
Energetics

Figures 4 and 5, and Supplementary Figs. S3–S5 show that the
experimental cross sections for reactions 1–7a, 8a, and 9b are

reproduced well by Supplementary Eqs. S1, S3a, and S3b over
a wide range of energies (up to 4–6 eV) and over almost three
orders of magnitude in cross section. Experimental threshold
energies for all these products are compared with calculated
theoretical energies in Table 2 and Figure 6. Of the TPLPLP and
TPLSLS models used for competitive analysis, we find that the
threshold energies obtained from the former model give the
best agreement with theory (a result that parallels our conclu-
sions for H+GGGwhere the same twomodels were considered)
[3], with the TPLSLS model yielding large deviations for the
primary products [y2 + 2H]+ and [a1]

+ of 54–79 kJ/mol. For the
TPLPLP model, when the six primary products are considered,
MADs range between 10 and 21 kJ/mol for all four levels of
theory, comparable to the range of 6–14 kJ/mol obtained for
H+GGG [3], whereas MADs for the TPLSLS model are double
those. Among the primary products, the largest deviations for
the TPLPLP model are those for reactions 3 ([b3]

+), 4 (loss of
CO+NH3), and 5 ([y2 + 2H]+), where theory underestimates the
threshold energies by 8–36, overestimates by 13–29, and un-
derestimates by 9–45 kJ/mol, respectively. It must be noted that
our modeling for reaction 5 ([y2 + 2H]+) is speculative because
theory indicates its formation involves dissociation to three
molecular species (one ion and two neutrals), whereas our best
modeling (TPLPLP) assumes [y2 + 2H]+ is formed as a primary
product, i.e., dissociation occurs to one ion and one neutral (a
loose complex of the two neutral species). This modeling
approach may overestimate the true threshold energy because
competition between the other primary products and the TTS
for CO loss is not adequately represented. Notably, the devia-
tions obtained for [y2 + 2H]+ are similar to those obtained (13–
46 kJ/mol) for the same product from H+GGG, [3] where the
same issues in analysis arise. For the [b3]

+ and CO loss prod-
ucts, their analysis is made challenging by the fact that they
have the smallest cross sections. For all three of these channels,

Figure 5. Sequential modeling of the [a3]
+ ion formed by CO

loss from [b3]
+ alongwith competitivemodeling of the remaining

primary ions. The product from the loss of CO+NH3 is not
shown for purposes of clarity. Symbols show high-pressure
(0.2 mTorr) data for the indicated process between H+GAG
and Xe as a function of collision energy in the center-of-mass
frame (lower x-axis) and in the laboratory frame (upper x-axis).
Solid lines show the best fit to the data using themodels in Eqs.
S1, S3a, and S3b convoluted over the neutral and ion kinetic
energy distributions. Dashed lines show the model cross sec-
tions in the absence of experimental kinetic energy broadening
for reactants with internal energies at 0 K

Figure 6. Comparison of experimental threshold energies for
the products shownmodeled using Eqs. S1 and S3with B3LYP
(red triangles), B3LYP-D3 (green triangles), MP2 (blue circles),
and M06 (purple squares) energies taken from Table 2. The
diagonal line indicates perfect agreement between theory and
experiment
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two (out of four) theoretically predicted threshold energies lie
within 16 kJ/mol of their experimental threshold energy.

For the secondary products, [a3]
+, [a2]

+, and CH3CHNH2
+

(m/z 44), our experimental measurements agree within 16 kJ/
mol with the B3LYP-D3 and M06 values, whereas the B3LYP
and MP2 values agree well only with the value for [a2]

+

(Table 2). If the thermochemistry for all nine fragmentations
from H+GAG are considered, the MADs range between 9 and
25 kJ/mol (Table 2), comparable to our previous results from
H+GGG. Clearly, the B3LYP-D3 and M06 levels of theory
give the best agreement with experiment, with deviations being
about twice as high for B3LYP andMP2 levels, also consistent
with the H+GGG studies. Overall, reasonable agreement be-
tween experiment and theory, especially for the primary prod-
ucts, validates the reaction mechanisms described above.

Change in Amino Acid Sequence: Comparison
of H+GAG and H+GGG Product Cross Sections

Figure 7 directly compares the absolute cross sections of the
primary products [b2]

+, [y1 + 2H]+, [y2 + 2H]+, and [a1]
+ and

the secondary products [a2]
+ and m/z 44 formed from

H+GAG and H+GGG [3] (all products except m/z 44). It is
evident that the [b2]

+ cross section shifts slightly to lower
energy upon methylation, and therefore the cross section is
slightly larger throughout the threshold region. This cross
section also remains higher at higher energies, a reflection
of less competition from the other major primary channel,
production of [y2 + H]+, which has a smaller cross section
for H+GAG than for H+GGG. Because the [b2]

+ cross sec-
tion remains larger, its [a2]

+ decomposition product also
exhibits a much higher cross section for H+GAG than for

H+GGG. As noted above, competition of the [b2]
+ dominant

product channel with the [y1 + 2H]+ ion suppresses the cross
section of the latter in the H+GAG system. Further, the
second feature observed in this cross section in the
H+GGG system has disappeared. In our previous work, this
feature was shown to result from decomposition of the [y2 +
H]+ primary ion by loss of CO and CH2NH. Because the
proton affinity of G (880.7–886.6 kJ/mol) [51, 57, 58] is
greater than that of CH2NH (852.9 kJ/mol) [51], the [y1 +
H]+ (H+G)+CO+CH2NH products are formed. In the
H+GAG system, the comparable pathway would yield
[y1 + H]+ (H+G)+CO+CH3CHNH, but because the proton
affinity of CH3CHNH (885.1 kJ/mol) [51] is much higher
than that of CH2NH and comparable to that of G, this
decomposition pathway forms G+CO+CH3CHNH2

+ (m/z
44) instead. Thus, the lack of the higher energy feature in
the [y1 + H]+ cross section can be attributed to the smaller
[y2 + H]+ precursor cross section and the enhanced compe-
tition with the alternative decomposition pathway. Finally,
the [a1]

+ cross section also decreases in going from H+GGG
to H+GAG, again a consequence of competition with the
enhanced [b2]

+ production.

Change in Amino Acid Sequence: Comparison
of Energetics

We can also compare the threshold energies of the common
primary products formed from both H+GAG and H+GGG, to
see the influence of the slight change in the central residue side
chain. Upon methylation of glycine to alanine, the threshold
energy of [b2]

+ is lowered by 11 ± 15 kJ/mol, consistent with
the calculated lowering of 10 ± 2 kJ/mol. Clearly, the

Table 2. Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Reaction Energies (kJ/mol) at 0 K for Decomposition of H+GAG

Product ion Transition statea Experimentb Theoryc

This work Literatured B3LYP B3LYP-D3 MP2 M06

[b2]
+ (H+AMMOx + G) PSL 160 ± 14

167 ± 10
141 163 159 163

[y1 + 2H]
+ (H+G+AMMOx) PSL 191 ± 10

192 ± 10
205 205 209 201

[b3]
+ (H+GAEOx+H2O) TS[O1t-O4] 147 ± 12

152 ± 10
137 124 111 139

m/z 159 (CO loss) TS[N2] 157 ± 10
186 ± 10

170 170 180 186

[y2 + 2H]
+ (H+GA+CO+CH2NH) PSL 213 ± 16

279 ± 10
168 197 181 204

[a1]
+ (CH2NH2+CO+AG) PSL 261 ± 17

294 ± 10
246 266 245 261

[a3]
+ (H2O+CO loss) [b3]

+→TS(H+GAEOx) 264 ± 16 241 248 229 261
[a2]

+ (G+CO loss) [b2]
+→TS(H+AMMOx) 273 ± 8 299 ± 17 261 283 278 288

m/z 44 [y2 + 2H–CO–G]
+ [y2 + 2H]

+→ PSL 381 ± 12 308 368 352 373
[a2 – CO]+ TS(C4H9N2O

+[N2]) < 413 ± 16 315 354 358 373
MADe 25 ± 21

38 ± 38
13 ± 6
29 ± 28

22 ± 13
37 ± 35

9 ± 9
22 ± 28

aPSL, phase space limit. TS[O1t-O4] = TS[O1t-O4]-ct(cg)tc{C~O4H}, TS[N2] = TS[N2]-ctgttttt{N1C~CO1~N2C}, TS(H+GAEOx) = TS(H+GAEOx [N3]-
ct(gc)gg{C~CO3}). TS(H

+AMMOx) = TS(H+AMMOx[N1]-ctt{OC~C}) [26]. TS(C4H9N2O
+[N2]) = TS(C4H9N2O

+[N2]-ctt{C~OC~N}) [26]. bExperimental
values from Table 1 after correcting to approximate single pressure conditions by adding 0.32 ± 0.07 eV (see text). Values are given for both the TPLPLP (normal
font) and TPLSLS (italics font) models. cComputational results from Tables S2 and S3. dValues from ref. [26] after adding threshold for [b2]

+ production. eMean
absolute deviation (MAD) from experimental energies of all products except [a2 – CO]+
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oxazolone [b2]
+ ion is stabilized by the methyl group of ala-

nine, reducing its threshold energy and leading to an increase in
the absolute cross section for CID of the H+GAG [b2]

+ ion
compared to that from H+GGG (Figure 7). This also affects the
competition between the [b2]

+ (H+AMMOx and H+AMOx,
respectively) and [y1 + 2H]+ (H+G in both systems) product
channels, which differ only in which fragment carries away the
extra proton. Because the methyl group in H+GAG stabilizes
the [b2]

+ H+AMMOx product, the [y1 + 2H]+ cross section in
this study is much smaller than that of the same product from
H+GGG, even though both have similar threshold energies, an
increase of 8 ± 12 kJ/mol for H+GAG. Theory predicts an
increase of 13 ± 10 kJ/mol. Methylation might also be expected
to influence formation of [y2 + 2H]+ (H+GA from H+GAG)
compared to H+GG formed from H+GGG. However, we find
that its threshold energy is reduced by 7 ± 17 kJ/mol when
compared to that of [y2 + 2H]+ from H+GGG. In agreement,
the theoretical results predict a decrease of 4 ± 2 kJ/mol going
from H+GGG to H+GAG. Despite this decrease, the cross
section for this product is smaller in the H+GAG system (Fig-
ure 7), a consequence of the less favorable competition with
[b2]

+.
Overall, we find that the experimental threshold energies of

the H+GAG primary products of [b2]
+, CO loss, and [y2 + 2H]+

are slightly lower (by − 11, − 7, and − 7 kJ/mol), while those of
[y1 + 2H]+, [b3]

+, and [a1]
+ are slightly higher (by 8, 11, and

14 kJ/mol) compared to those obtained for these same products
from H+GGG. Theory predicts changes of the same sign for all
channels except loss of CO (average changes of − 10, + 8, − 4,
+ 13, + 3, and + 5 kJ/mol, respectively). Further, the cross
section magnitudes for the [b3]

+, [y2 + 2H]+, and [a1]
+ products

are consistent with similar threshold energies in both the

H+GAG and H+GGG systems. This suggests that changing
the central residue from glycine to alanine in H+GGG impacts
the [b2]

+ and [y1 + 2H]+ sequence ions the most, even though
the effect is a subtle one, but the competition between [b2]

+ and
[y2 + H]+ is also affected.

Conclusions
In the present study, decomposition of H+GAG has been stud-
ied by measuring its kinetic energy dependent collision-
induced dissociation with Xe using a GIBMS. Analyses of
these TCID cross sections yield 0 K threshold energies for
[b2]

+, [y1 + 2H]+, [b3]
+, CO loss, [y2 + 2H]+, [a1]

+, [a2]
+,

[a3]
+, and m/z 44 after consideration of the effects of reactant

internal energy, multiple collisions with Xe, lifetime effects,
competition among channels, and sequential dissociations. Up-
on comparing these experimental threshold energies with cal-
culated threshold energies, we find that the experimental values
are in reasonable agreement with those obtained at the B3LYP-
D3 and M06 levels of theory, validating the reaction mecha-
nisms described above. The good agreement between experi-
ment and theory for the energetics of H+GAG decomposition
also suggests that our experiments begin with the lowest energy
conformer having only trans peptide bonds, which is identified
as [O1t]-ctgttttt at all levels of theory.

We also compared the threshold energies of the common
primary products from both H+GAG and H+GGG, to examine
the effect of the slight change in the amino acid sequence.
Methylation of the middle residue to alanine lowers the [b2]

+

threshold energy indicating the stabilization of this product
upon methylation. This is in accord with its large cross section
which is also larger than when formed from H+GGG. Methyl-
ation is also found to have a concerted effect on the competition
between the [b2]

+ and [y1 + 2H]+ product channels, where the
latter cross section is much smaller even though it has a similar
threshold energy to that for H+GGG. Competition between the
primary [b2]

+ and [y2 + 2H]+ ions is also affected. Overall, the
present study shows that methylation has a subtle but notice-
able effect on the decomposition of these simple tripeptides.

From a broader perspective, studies like the present one
demonstrate that accurate predictions of the mass spectrum
for decomposition of small peptides is realizable, especially
when one appreciates that the models shown in Figs. 4 and 5
are just that, predictions of the mass spectrum over a range of
excitation conditions. Further, these results validate levels of
theory that provide the most quantitatively valid predictions,
here M06 and B3LYP-D3 with triple zeta basis sets. (Previous
work has shown that double zeta basis sets are not sufficiently
accurate [26].) Such validation thereby permits the possibility
of extending such results to larger peptides with more compli-
cated side chains. TCID results, in particular, have been pur-
sued with this in mind, with studies of protonated AspGly [59],
AspAla [60], and AspVal [61] being examples. From a com-
plexity point of view, the kinds of detailed information avail-
able in the present work are potentially tractable for systems as

Figure 7. Cross sections for major products formed in the
collision-induced dissociation of H+GAG (dashed lines) and
H+GGG (solid lines) with xenon as a function of kinetic energy
in the center-of-mass (CM) frame (lower x-axis) and in the
laboratory (lab, for H+GAG) frame (upper x-axis). Product ions
are identified by the all explicit nomenclature or the mass-to-
charge ratio for CH3CHNH2

+ (m/z 44)
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large as a hexapeptide, with the kinetic shifts associated with
the longer lifetimes for dissociation of larger systems eventu-
ally limiting the ability to extract meaningful quantitative
information.
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